A progressive printer that leads the way

With all the digital cameras and cameraphones in people’s hands throughout the world today, photography has become very commonplace. This is an encouraging trend, but the photography process should not end at the image capture stage. Ideally, image output should be just as commonplace as image capture, and we believe the D703 is just the right printer to trigger an increase in consumer printing. This dry printer makes it easy for retailers to provide exciting print services, and it provides endless possibilities for meeting the needs of progressive photo retailers and the customers they serve.

For progressive shops
- Space-saving design: Opens up more space for value-added products and other retail needs, etc.
- Minimal investment required to start up a new business.
- A household power supply and a PC are all you need to provide a high-grade print service.

For progressive customers
- High-quality prints produced with newly developed ink.
- An array of value-added photo products that create excitement and motivate customers to print.
- The excellent image permanence ensures your customers’ precious photos will withstand the test of time.

For progressive workflows
- Dry system: No subsisting chemical maintenance.
- Numerous options to improve workflow efficiency.
- Environmentally-friendly: Safe and clean.

For progressive network systems
- Smooth operation with the EZ Controller.
- Easy image correction and order management.
- Scalable system configuration to meet individual needs.
This ultra compact design will open the door to a new realm of possibilities.

The reduction in installation space is one of the attractive features of dry printers. The small footprint helps to free up space, which can be used for creative purposes such as providing new services.

A footprint of just 0.35m². Can freely change the layout according to your needs.

The D703’s small body helps you use your floor space effectively. The space saved provides a larger area for your customers to roam around, and it makes more space available for showing your customers the value-added products you offer.

More space to talk with your customers
More space to display value-added products
Its compact size makes it an ideal solution for studios and coffee shops

Low initial investment. Low running costs.

The D703 requires a substantially lower initial investment than silver halide printers, and this makes it a wise purchase for those who are opening a new shop. No photostating chemicals are used, which eliminates the need to walk around for chemicals to warm up to their proper temperature. With the D703, you can print the images you need. In the exact quantity you need, when you need them. This reduces waste and helps to keep the total costs down.

Small but powerful. Can connect multiple printers for an increase in capacity.

When using rolled paper, the D703 can produce up to 600 prints per hour. If you need a higher capacity, you can always install multiple printers. Their small size and the stacking feature make it possible to produce large volumes in a minimal amount of space.

Double Stack Cabinet (Optional)
Approx. 1,300 prints / hr
Approx. 33 prints / hr

All you need is a computer and a household power supply. This makes it easy to install just about anywhere.

This printer does not have any special electrical requirements and does not require the use of a UPS-PC. These two features make it easy for anyone to install right away, and the printer’s short time for preparatory output gives you an instant competitive edge.

USB 2.0

Footprint
Approx. 0.35m²

Beautiful sharp prints with the 6-granulation-per-dot ink system.

The D703 uses a newly developed dye ink system that accurately portrays fine details due to its excellent gradation range of 6 granulations per dot. This high-quality ink, combined with the excellent absorbing ability of the paper, enables the D703 to produce high-quality prints that do not take a back seat to silver halide photos.

High quality prints. High grade ink that produces long lasting colors.

The new dye ink used in the D703 has an improved molecular structure so it is able to withstand light and ozone.

Parts of the molecular structure are small, resulting in stabilization and fading.

The dye ink used in the D703 has been improved in withstand resistance, making it ideal for business cards.

The D703 provides many exciting ways to turn your customers’ precious images into high quality photo products.

Prints are a great way to convey the fun, the many possibilities, and the essential value associated with photos. The D703 can make a wide variety of print sizes, including 354 x 914mm (10” x 36”) and many other sizes. This printer provides the perfect solution for catering to the basic customer needs of “wanting to enjoy their photos” and “wanting to preserve their memories.”

Prints are a great way to convey the fun, the many possibilities, and the essential value associated with photos. The D703 can make a wide variety of print sizes, including 354 x 914mm (10” x 36”) and many other sizes. This printer provides the perfect solution for catering to the basic customer needs of “wanting to enjoy their photos” and “wanting to preserve their memories.”

Customers can extend value-added photo products on UT terminal
Scalable to your needs.
Maintenance is easier than ever.

There is no need for chemical management with this dry system.
It has an array of convenient options to make your job all that much easier.

The print sorter unit is an indispensable asset.

A dry printer that does not use photofinishing chemicals.
It is friendly to the environment, and ink replacement is a breeze.

There are no photofinishing chemicals involved with dry systems,
which means you do not have to worry about maintaining specified temperatures,
handling and disposing solutions, or other related troublesome tasks.
The only real maintenance that is required for this environmentally
friendly printer is ink cartridge replacement, which is very easy for anyone to do.

A wide variety of paper sizes. High quality paper for beautiful photos.

Many varieties of high-quality paper are available for the D703.
This means the highest quality paper is used in the finest quality printer, resulting in prints of the utmost quality.

A wide variety of paper types and sizes. A wide variety of print sizes. When one roll runs out of paper, it automatically switches to the other roll.

An optional magazine can be added so as to enable you to use a total of two paper rolls including the bottom roll paper feeding system.
This allows you to use different size rolls for print size variation.
Also, if you choose to use the same size paper, the D703 will continue to print even when one roll is depleted, as it will automatically
switch to the other roll.

A wide variety of print sizes. When one roll runs out of paper, it automatically switches to the other roll.

Easy operation with an intuitive user interface.

A flexible system configuration that can be scaled to meet your particular needs.
A wide variety of software and peripheral equipment to choose from.

Everything from order management to image correction. Can be used to drive the D703 and its system components.

EZ Controller

(Sold separately)

The EZ Controller takes care of everything from printing to managing the orders.
The graphic user interface is easy to use, even for beginners.

Solution for those who want a simple one-to-one connection

Operation without a RJP-PC.

Installing RJP software in the controller PC eliminates the need for a separate RJP-PC.

Solution for those who want to divide their print load among multiple printers

You can divide the print workload from a single order among multiple printers.
This brings a reduction in print time and thereby helps to improve network efficiency.

Solution for those who have large print volumes

You can construct an efficient network by connecting multiple printers, mixing and matching various models including QSS minilabs (QSS-32 series and higher).
Installing the newly developed EZ System Manager enables automatic distribution of the print workload among multiple printers in the network.
The EZ System Manager intelligently calculates the optimal print distribution pattern, taking into account which printers are busy with other print jobs.

Solution for those who have multiple operators

You can improve efficiency by connecting multiple computers and dividing the RJP and image correction/editing operations among these computers and perform these tasks concurrently.
This is especially useful for large-volume shops as well as those offering an instant print solution.

For a progressive workflow

For progressive network systems
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